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examination of the problems encountered suggests that broader interpretations of
both the objective of binocular stereo and of the zero-crossing theory of Marr and
Poggio are required. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the problem of making
a single primitive surface measurement. For example, to determine whether or not
a specified volume of space is occupied, to measure the range to a surface at an
indicated image location, or to determine the elevation gradient at that position.

In this framework. we make a subtle but important shift from the explicit use of
zero-crossing contours (in band-pass filteredimages_ as the elements matched between
left and right images, to the use of the signs between zero-crossings. With this
change, we obtain a simpler algorithm with a reduced sensitivity to noise and a more
predictable behavior. The PRISM system incorporates this algorithm with the unstruc-
tured light technique and a high speed digital convolver. It has been used success-
fully by others as a sensor in a path planning system and a bin picking system.
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PRISM: A Practical Real-Time Imaging Stereo Matcher

It.K.Nishihara

A bstract

A binocular-stereo-matching algorithm for making rapid visual range measure-
ments in noisy images is described. This technique is developed for application to
problems in robotics where noise tolerance, reliability, and speed are predominant
issues. A high speed pipelined convolver for preprocessing images and an unstruc-
tured light technique for improving signal quality are introduced to help enhance
performance to meet the demands of this task domain. These optimizations,
however, are not sufficient. A closer examination of the problems encountered
suggests that broader interpretations of' both the objective of binocular stereo and
of the zero-crossing theory of Marr and Poggio are required. In this paper, we
restrict ourselves to the problem of making a single primitive surface measurement.
For example, to determine whether or not a specified volume of space is occupied,
to measure the range to a surface at an indicated image location, or to determine
the elevation gradient at that position. In this framework we make a subtle but
important shift from the explicit use of zero-crossing contours (in band-pass filtered
images) as the elements matched between left and right images, to the use of the
signs between zero-crossings. With this change, we obtain a simpler algorithm with
a reduced sensitivity to noise and a more predictable behavior. The PRISM system
incorporates this algorithm with the unstructured light technique and a high speed
digital convolver. It has been used successfully by others as a sensor in a path
planning system and a bin picking system.
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1. Introduction

This paper presents an approach to solving the binocular-stereo-miaching

problem %hich places special emphasis on the practical issues of noise tolerance,

reliability and speed. It is strongl influenced by Marr and Poggio's' zero-crossing

theory, but differs roini recent implementations in the way zcro-crossing information

is used to drive the matching and in the product the matcher is designed to produce.

1.1. A robust, high-speed stereo system

Binocular stereo is a technique for measuring range, by triangulation, to

selected locations in a scene imaged by two cameras. Figure 1 illustrates the imaging

geometry. The vergence angle indicated in the diagram from the cameras to a

selected target can be determined from the relative positions of that target in the

left and right camera images in conjunction with the angle between the camera axes.

The primary computational problem of binocular stereo is to identify corresponding

locations in the two images. Once the position of the same physical surface point

is known in both images, the vergence angle indicated in the diagram can be

determined and from that, the distance to the surface from the cameras.

1.1.1. Design goals

Four design objectives have guided this study. The first is noise tolerance. We

want to understand how matching can be accomplished in the presence of moderate

to large noise levels which occur anytime surface contrast is low compared with

sensor noise and other inter-image distortions. The second is to achieve competent

performance for at least one of the three stereo measurements-volume occupancy,

range measurement, and detection of elevation discontinuities.2 The third is to

operate at a practical speed for robotics. Our emphasis here will be to streamline the

computation to increase speed and use processing resources efficiently. This forces

a careful consideration of the relative cost of producing a measurement in different

ways vis-a-vis their contribution to the final product of the algorithm. Finally we

require simplicity.'I- 5 An algorithm is difficult to analyze extensively if it involves

many serial decisions or many special cases. Of course a more complex algorithm

might be necessary to obtain a desired level of performance in a specialized domain,

: __ -- - . .. ..:_- , .... . .... . . . ... - " __ - , . ,.. _
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Figure 1. The imaging geometry used in the PRISM stereo matcher. Two vidicon
cameras are Mounted 40cm apart and 150cm from the target scene. Th'le object of
binocular stereo is to identify corresponding physical surface locations in the two
camera images so that the vergence angle 0 can be determined. With this and the
camera separation, the distance D to that surface location can be calculated. A slide '

~projector is situated between the cameras and projects a random dot texture onto
the target surfaces to provide fixed surface markings on objects lacking sufficient
natural texture.
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PRISM1

but the strateg of this paper is to concentrate on simpler modular techniques which

ha the ad antage of1 greater gencrality. These can then be incorporated flexibly

into the design of more complex s)stems for special applications over a more diverse

range.

1.1.2. Oieriiew of the PISNI system

The PRISM sys: 'i was developed in light of these design considerations. It

relies both on a determination of the nature of the distortions that occur in noisy

images and on changing the product of the matcher to more closely agree with

the requirements of specific tasks that might be presented to a robotics vision

system. The algorithm we use has its roots in the zero-crossing theory of Marr

and Poggio, which will be described in the next section, but does not explicitly

match zero-crossing contours. Algorithms which match zero-crossing contours tend

to be very sensitive to local distortions due to system noise and are prevented

from operating well on signals with moderate noise levels even though a substantial

amount of information may still be present. Instead the PRISM system is based

on the matching of a sign representation which is a dual of the zero-crossing

representation. The initial design task of the implementation has been to rapidly

detect obstacles in a robotics work space and determine their rough extents and

heights.

The basic flow and organization of the computation is shown in figure 2.

The scene (in front of a Unimation PUMA manipulator) is illuminated with an

unstructured texture pattern by a slide projector as indicated in figure 1 to provide

suitable matching targets on the otherwise clean surfaces common in industrial

settings. A pair of inexpensive vidicon cameras, mounted above the workspace,

digitize two 576X454 pixel images. The digitized video signals are then fed to

a high speed digital convolver that preprocesses the images to produce filtered

images at three scales of resolution for both left and right originals. A matching

algorithm is then applied to the coarse pair to obtain a coarse 8 X 6 array of disparity

measurements-disparity is defincd here to be a vector in the image plane giving the

translation required to bring the two images into registration at a designated location

in one of the images. Then the same matching algorithm is applied to the medium

3
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Figure 2. Information flow in the PRISM system. Left and right images are digitized
and each is filtered to extract image information at three scales of resolution by
convolution with two-dimensional V2G operators (with diameters of 32, 20, and
10 pixels). Each of these convolved images is hard clipped to produce a binary
sign representation which is stored. The left and right coarse, medium, and fine
scale sign representations are matched pair-wise to produce coarse, medium and
fine scale disparity maps over the visual field of the cameras. The matching at the
three scales is loosely coupled with coarser results guiding the search at the next
finer scale. Finally, the fine scale disparity map is translated by means of a lookup

table into an elevation map.
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resolution filtered images to prodtce an 17 x 13 disparit) array. The algorithm in

this case starts its search Ir cach measurement using the disparity mcastired at the

corresponding location at the coarser scale. This loose coupling speeds up the search

significantly. Finally, the third pair of filtered images is matched in the same way

to produce a 36 X 26 arra) of disparity measurements. The system then transforms

the disparities in this last array into an array of absolute elevations (millimeters

above the work space surface). The entire process from raw images to a 36 X 26

array of ele~ation measurements with a resolution of about one part in 100 takes

approximately 30 seconds.

1.2. Bkground

Intensity based area-correlation techniques have been investigated extensively

for commercial applications in stereo-photogrammetry (see for instance [6]). Two of

the best and most recent research efforts with correlation based approaches are due

to Moravec' and Gennery,8 who developed stereo systems for vehicular autonomous

navigation. Tsai9 has recently proposed two new methods which use as many as

eight perspective views with known positions ,and orientations of the cameras. The

correlation functions obtained by his method are significantly more peaked than

conventional two-frame area correlation and allow a much smaller window size for

the correlation measurements.

Symbolic matching techniques abstract away from the direct comparison of

raw intensity values, permitting more explicit control over the image information

used for matching.10 Arnold and Binford ' , 2 showed how constraints derived from

the geometry of physical surfaces can be introduced to guide such matchers. Baker

and Binford s -' 15 developed a sophisticated matching system using many such

constraints. Ohta and Kanade"6 have investigated dynamic programming methods

for searching large spaces of possible correspondences between symbolic primitives

from left and right images.

A third effort has its roots in the study of stereo matching in the human visual

system." , " Julesz showed conclusively with his random dot stereograms that stereo

matching was an early process in the visual system that could function independently

5



of monocular rccogn ii ion. lhbe psy chlophy sical const raint.s that resuhted fron his work

with the random dot stercogram stinulated thinking about ho\\ such computations

could be accomplished. Thec prevailing intuition at the time had been that stereo

involved some kind of parallel correlation or pattern matching process which

operated on the fine detail of images.

1.2.1. (hanwls and zero-crossings

More recently Marr and Poggio began a concerted effort to deelop a

computational theory of stereo matching consistent with and guided by the apparently

modular biological solution. Their first computational model" was designed to solve

Julesz's random dot stereograms and was noteworthy for its explicit formulation of

the computational assuimptions-continuily and uniqueness of the imaged surfaces-

required for solving the otherwise underdetermined matching problem.

Later, concentrating on the differences between their cooperative model and a
larger body of psychophysical and physiological data they formulated an alternate
model.' A key component was the observation that the matching problem was

simplified if range and resolution were not both required simultaneously. Taken to
either extreme, a high resolution short range matcher or a coarse resolution long
range matcher, could be based on the use of simple matching primitives defined at a
scale appropriate to the range-resolution trade-off selected. The resolution proposed
for this matching module was very low, allowing just three disparity values: crossed,
near zero, and uncrossed-a target at a crossed disparity would require a further
crossing of the eyes (a larger vergence angle) to cause it to appear at the same

position in left and right images. The nearest compatible candidate match was to

be used and so the effective disparity range of the matcher depended directly on
the spacing between neighboring matching primitives in the image.

A battery of such matching modules operating in parallel-each with a primitive
size different from the others by about an octave-could produce high resolution
measurements over a large range of disparities. Eye movements were proposed as a
simple way to allow information obtained from matching coarse-scale primitives to
bring modules operating on a finer scale into their respective ranges. The matching
primitives required by their approach had to be scale specific and sensitive to reliable

6
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surltcC markings at that scale. Intensit) values, friom corresponding locations in the

1%%o stereo images, can differ due to the cflccts of camera position, camera response

characteristics, and noise. "liese cffects make the direct comparison of intensity a

relatively %eak indicator of thc presence of a true correspondence. Image intensities

coincident with larger intensity gradients in the images will be better localized

spatially than at other locations in the images. Thus the locations of maxima in the

intensity gradient are good places to compare intensities. In fact, the positions of

these gradient maxima can be used directly as the primitive image features used for

matching. On these grounds, Marr and Poggio based the definition of their matching

primitive on local maxima in the intensity gradient-or equivalent)y zero-crossings

in the second derivative. These directional derivatives being measured along the

direction parallel to the line connecting the two cameras or more generally along

what are called epipolar lines when lens and perspective distortions are taken into

account. This zero-crossing primitive provides locally optimized reference points

distributed uniformly over the image.

The second derivative alone, however, is a high pass operator so its zeros

would be correlated with the fine scale structure of the images. To obtain the

required scale specificity, a low pass filter can be used to first attenuate the undesired

high frequency detail. A convolution operator that comes close to the combined

requirements of attenuating high spatial frequencies while preserving the geometric

structure at coarser scales is the two-dimensional Gaussian.

The matching primitive was therefore defined as zero-crossings in the second

derivative of the image after Gaussian smoothing, with the primitive scale determined

by the space constant of the Gaussian. Differential operators commute with

convolution, so the above can also be formulated as zero-crossings in the image

after convolution with the function:

a12 
(1)aX2

where G0(x, y) is a two-dimensional Gaussian with space constant a.

Marr and Hildreth" later showed that zero-crossings in the Laplacian of a

Gaussian convolved (low-pass filtered) image avoided some technical problems

7



associated %kwith the use of dirc.tional linear filtcrs. Mo% ing the .aplacian inside the

Conolution, as above, yields a circularl) s)mnmetric linear Operator:

V2G+ = +y)

= ( - e (2)

where G is a two dimensional Gaussian function, w is the diameter of the positive

central region of the operator and is proportional to the Gaussian's space constant,

and r -z2 +y 2

The circularly s)mmetric V2G operator models closely the impu response of

some retinal ganglion cells.2  - Its shape is also closely approximated A difference

of two Gaussians with different space constants but normalized o' ies-this

property permitted a substantial simplification in the design of a V2G convolver.24

1.2.2. Problems encountered

A program written by Grimson25 to test Marr and Poggio's algorithm on

random dot stereograms showed general agreement with the results obtained by

Julesz for static patterns. Soon thereafter N. Larson and I designed a high speed

digital convolver 24 in hardware for V2G convolutions as part of a real-time
implementation of the zero-crossing theory. During simulation tests for possible

hardware designs for the stereo matcher, I prepared a scene incorporating a complex

but known shape-an instant coffee jar-and spattered it with black paint after

painting it mat white to provide a good texture for stereo matching. This stereo

pair was intended to provide a better feel for natural disparity variations and image

characteristics than could be obtained with synthetic random dot patterns. Though

the bottle image was carefully produced using 35mm negatives scanned on a high

resolution low noise scanning microdensitometer, several important differences with

performance on noise free random dot patterns became apparent. Early versions of

Grimson's program could match most of the image, but random errors occurred and

there was a marked sensitivity to the small vertical misalignments--on the order of

a pixel across the image pair-introduced by the imaging and digitization process.

8



Research at M I [ to mlpro c pcrformance to a level adequate for practical

application took three directions from this point. Grinlson continued de'eloprnent

of his program, incstigating w als to reduce the error rate in the matching and

making use of repetitive runs of his algorithm at each %ertical disparity to deal

with the %ertical ailignment problem. In his present algorithm, he switchcs fiom

area statistics for prlning unacceptable candidate matches to a figural Coniltiuity

technique following the ideas of Biaker and Binford'" " and Ma) hevk and Frisby. 26

The latter approach requires an extended correspondence along the length of a

zero-crossing contour for a candidate match to be accepted. Much of the emphasis

of this approach has been directed toward the question of filling in the gaps between

actual disparity measurements using surface interpolation techniques.

At about the same time, Kass27 took a different tack, attempting to explicitly

handle the vertical disparity problem by using a more elaborate primitive that

could be reliably located vertically as well as horizontally. He obtained encouraging

results on the bottle image using zero-crossing primitives augmented by contour

curvature attributes as well as the orientation information used by Grimson's early
program. He later was able to extend his idea to a more general class of pixel

based primitives from a study of stochastic models of images. For example, first

and second partial derivatives of the image in orthogonal directions and at scales of
resolution separated by an octave or more are relatively independent measures. For

three scales of resolution a 12 vector is obtained for each pixel in the image. Kass

showed that pixel to pixel matching can yield low false positive and negative error

rates over a relatively large two-dimensional search space even in the presence of

moderate noise.

Both the Grimson and Kass techniques in their present forms appear to

perform reasonably well on natural images. They both, however, are computationally

demanding algorithms requiring on the order of mn searches for matching each

primitive where m and n are the vertical and horizontal disparity ranges respectively

in pixels. The processing time for both types of algorithms in optimized lisp and

microcode on the MIT Lisp machine for 5122 images with 100 pixel disparity ranges

is on the order of an hour.

9
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Mar" and Poggio's idea of trading off resolution for rangc seems to he

largel, abandoned in both techniques. In addition. thouglh t 1t a serious issue for

robotics, both approaches appear to ha,,e lost much of their biological plausibility

in attempting to overcome technical problems.

2. The sign representation

The explicit matching of iero-crossing points in binocular stereo rna\ not be the

)est , y to use the information theN carry. In the presence of noise the zero-crossing

positions are better modeled b) probability densit) functions than as contours

at fixed locations. The actual zero-crossing geometry may fluctuate wsidely within

the regions where zero-crossings are likely. Thus to be noise tolerant, a matching

algorithm must not be sensitive to such variations. In this section an alternate

representation, the convolution sign, is proposed as a more explicit representation

of the stable position information present in the V2G convolution.

2.1. Stability

Noise will cause zero-crossing points to move by an amount proportional to

the noise amplitude and inversely proportional to the convolution gradient at the

zero-crossing.- s,29 If the spacing between zero-crossings is relatively large compared

with this amount of movement, the region of constant sign between zeros will

be stable over a large range of signal to noise ratios. The precision to which the

positions of these regions can be measured will vary uniformly with the signal

quality.

The stability of the convolution sign degrades much more uniformly than does

the coherence of zero-crossing contours. This is because the sign map representation

imposes a different perspective, that of regions of likely constant sign in the

convolved image. Information is still carried at locations where the sign changes,

but the focus of the analysis is shifted to the regions rather than to their boundaries.

The effect of noise on sign stability for a particular V2G convolution can be

calculated easily if the noise and signal are zero-mean Gaussian random processes

10



with relatike amplitudes after conolution of., and c,, respecti'elN.. The probability

of a sign changc due to noise al an) position in such an image is the probabilil)

that the noise %alue is larger th,.. the signal and of opposite sign. The following

expression gives the proportion of points in the conohtition that are likel) to have

their sign changed b) the addition of noise:

f e f°--- e dx dc

1/0°°./.:: ("t +1,')dudv
17 0

tan

-r (3)

where z and c are the noise and signal values respectively. Note that even when the

noise and signal levels are the same (o,, = o,,), P is only 1 (P =1 when or,, > o,).

2.2. Autocorrelation of the convolution sign

The V2G sign representation is characterized by the aUtocorrelation function-
this also gives us some information about the zero-crossing representation which

is difficult to analyze directly. We show here the autocorrelation of the sign of the
V2G filtered image assuming both white noise and a pink noise model for the
image.

Let the image I(x, y) be a Gaussian random process with uniform spectrum
and let:

C(Y) = V2G*J(, y) (4)

where * denotes a two-dimensional convolution. The autocorrelation of C(x,y)
when the image I(z, y) is taken to be Gaussian white noise has the form:

4r' 2r4 '  _
Rn(r) = k(I - + +  "" (5)

where k is a constant. The autocorrelation R,(r) of the sign of (4), S(z,) =

sgn(C(x, i)) obeys an arcsin law when C is a Gaussian random process:s°31

• 11
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R, ) = 2 s (in)) (6)

A more accurate nodel of real images-' :  has two-dimensional po\Ner spectrum

proportional to:

. . (7)

(2+ f2)2'

where fo is a constant. We call this a pink noise model because it is Neighted toward

the longer spatial frequencies. The autocorrelation function of (7) is proportional

to:

R )= e-al (8)

The autocorrelation of the V2G convolution of this noise model can be expressed

in terms of (5) as:

R,(r) = R,(r) * e-a'IT (9)

The principal effect of this convolution is that it broadens the central peak of the

function. Figure 3 plots Eq. (6), the autocorrelation function if S(z, y), using R,'(r),

for the pink noise image model, and compares it with an empirical measurement.

2.3. Significance of the sign representation

We can see from the above properties of the autocorrelation function that the
V2G convolution sign representation is distinct from the raw intensity image and

the full V2G convolution in three important aspects:

First with regard to resolution, R,(r) is sharply peaked and so is capable of a

high resolution disparity measurement. This is also the case for Rp(r), direct

correlation on the intensity image, but it is not true for correlation on the full

convolution, C(x,y), since R,(r) has a Gaussian shape near the origin. The

sharpness of R, is due to the nonlinear sgn function which ties all information

in the signal to the zero-crossing locations.

Second, the detection range for finding the direction (in disparity) towards the

correlation peak from single measurements is determined by the width of the

12
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T7 (pixels)

Figure 3. R,,r) using the pink noise image model of Eq. (8) (with a =0.2 and
with w = 8 pixels). The value for a was measured from the right image of figure
4(b). This curve is overlayed with -n empirical measurement of the autocorrelation

of the corresponding sign array from figure 5(b).
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autocorrelation pcak. 'Ihis %kiddh is controllablC-a fiu ncc'iOn Of the con' Oltt ioll

operator si/c ( w) - ii tile full coni\olttion and the sign representations, but

not For tie ra. intensity image.

Finally. regarding confidence, R.(0) = 1 independent of local image properties

about the point of measurement such as mcn intensil) or contrast. This is

not the case for the autocorrelation functions of either the raw image or the

raw V2 G convolution. This property of R., makes it possible to assess the

significance of a correlation measurement /i?(ru) at an unknown r directly.

3. A near/far module

The preceding results are used here to design an efficient module for determining

the two-dimensional displacement, t-, between patches out of the left and right

images. 'his near/far module does not do point by point search. Instead, a single

correlation measurement is made at a test disparity (provided as input) and a

determination is made as to whether the correlation peak can be near by (within

w/2). If there is a positive result, several additional correlation measurements are

made at neighboring disparities to determine the shape of the correlation function

over the test disparity. From this an estimate is made for the disparity at which the

correlation peak occurs. The name of the module comes from the work of G. Poggio

and Fisher 4 who described a class of neurons in primate visual cortex sensitive to

either near or far disparities.

3.1. Measurement of physical surface parameters

The gradient of the two dimensional autocorrelation flnction, R,(r), points

toward the proper alignment over a range of about T as can be seen in figure 3.

Thus a small set of correlation measurements is sufficient to determine whether

or not a correlation peak is present within that range along with its direction and

approximate distance if there is one. If, on the other hand, it is determined that

a peak is not present within the detection range of the method, that fact can be

indicated by the module and we will make it the responsibility of the user's program

to decide what action to take next.

14
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The principal surface parameter is distance from the cameras which manifests

itself as a translational disparity between corresponding patches from the two

images. We can also correlate against parameters other than translational disparity.

For example, an ele'ation gradient on the physical surface i'ewed can be measured

by correlations against compressive or shear distortions. These distortions are

introduced between the left and right images by horiiontal and vertical elevation

gradients.

Ihe autocorrelation surface R.(u, v) can be approximated by a cone of the

form = I - avu-+ v-'-' for points (u,v) within !' of the origin. In an image

coordinate frame where the correlation peak occurs at an unknown disparity (up, v,)

and where there is camera noise and geometric distortion, the following gives a

better approximation to the shape of the correlation function near (up, vp):

0 = 1 - a(u -ur)2+b(v -vp)2+ c (10)

From Eq. (10) we obtain:

0 2 -- (,- 1)2 a(u-up)2 +b(v-vp) 2 +C (11)

A one-dimensional slice through this surface along the u axis has the form:

0 2 = a(u -uP) 2 + bv2 + c (12)

If we measure this function at three points along this curve, we can solve for up.

For example using the points (-1, 0), (0, 0) and (1, 0) we get the equations:

0'2,0 = a(- - Up)2 + b 2 + c (13)

00 =aup+bvp+c (14)
10 a(1- )+bv+ (15)

This yields:

UP = __(16)
= 21p2- '° - 402,0 + 202

and similarly by measuring the correlation at two additional points we get:

15
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V P 0  + 1  (17)

3.2. Measurement of the autocorrelation

The standard deviation a of an autocorrelation estimate is inversely proportional
to vA where A is the area over which the measurement is madc. If measurements

are made uniformly in a square patch of the image, o will have a I dependenced
where d is the diameter of the patch.

There is also an important dependence on the size of the V2G convolution

operator. The width of the central peak of the autocorrelation function is
approximately w-the diameter of the V2G operator's positive center. Increasing

the size of this operator increases the effective detection range of the measurement.

However, it also reduces the independence of measurements at neighboring image
points. Thus a larger patch diameter d is required when w is increased to maintain
the same level of confidence in the correlation measurement.

If we write the estimate for the autocorrelation R,(r) measured on an L x M

rectangle of S(z, y) as:

V(r) = L-M sCzy)S(x + , )dxdy (18)

and assume that r is very large compared with the size of L and M, so that the
patches compared are uncorrelated, the expected variance of the measurement V

becomes:

.2 = _ f- ) - )(I - U)R.(u,,V)2,d v (19)

Using the pink noise parameters from figure 3 and with Eq. (6) for R, in Eq. (19)
we obtain the approximation:

0 5 (20)
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for the case L = M = d. Thus a patch diameter of 8w will give a standard deviation

of about 0.06 for the autocorrelation measurement with Eq. (18).

Another important consideration when estimating the correlation between left

and fight image patches is the constancy of the disparity over the measurement

patch. Both disparity discontinuities and gradients due to surface elevation variations

reduce the height of the correlation peak by an amount proportional to the size of

the patch, and thus limit the useful patch size.

3.3. An example: a surface velocity sensor

Sequential images from a single camera can be compared using the above

technique to measure uniform surface translation during the interval between

exposures. The above calculation was implemented using a Hitachi CCD area camera

and a memory mapped frame grabber designed by N. Larson. The convolutions

were carried out in hardware24 and correlations and arithmetic calculations were

done on an MIT Lisp machine. The 5 correlation measurements required for a

single disparity measurement using Eqs. (16) and (17) can be accomplished in 32

milliseconds, including the time for convolution, when the measurements are made

on a 322 pixel support with w = 4 for the convolution operator. This arrangement

handles a maximum inter-frame displacement of 2 pixels reliably on textured

surfaces which coriesponds to an acceleration of A-' z 2000pixels/SeC2 and is

capable of measuring small displacements to a resolution of about 0.1 pixel.

This example illustrates the behavior of the basic sensing module. We now

apply it to binocular stereo simply by shifting to a two camera system and designing

an appropriate control algorithm for using the near/far module.

4. The PRISM system

We will now use the near/far module to produce stereo measurements tailored
to the requirements of specific tasks in robotics. The first application considered

has been the problem of rapidly determining an elevation map over the visual field

sufficient for obstacle avoidance tasks. The prime objectives for this are speed and
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reliability. Spatial and depth resolution requirements, on the other hand, are less

stringent than would be the case for tasks such as shape description or part position

measurement. In addition to developing control strategies for operating the near/far

module, this section discusses techniques for insuring that adequate surface texture

will be present on the imaged surfaces and for computing surface elevation from

image disparity.

4. 1. The design task

Our design goal is a system which produces a coarse surface elevation map over

the camera field with a 36 x 26 tessellation. Its height range should be similar to the

field diameter and height should be resolved to about 200 levels over that range.

Thus we model the actual surface using square prisms with varying heights. We seek

reliable measurements and so must pay attention to the height of the correlation at

each peak found by the near/far module. The nature ofthe correlation measurement

causes this method to be blind to surface details smaller than the patch size on which

measurements are made. It will also fail to find a surface-though it will not make a

false measurement-when surface orientations or heights are outside the matcher's

design limits. To minimize errors in such situations, we further require the algorithm

to abstain from reporting a prism elevation unless its measurement is solid. A user's

program can either avoid suspect regions or employ alternate methods if they are

available for rechecking those surface patches. This allows greater design simplicity

without jeopardizing reliability.

4.2. Unstructured light

A potential handicap of binocular stereo as compared with structured light

approaches for robotics vision is its dependence on surface markings for making

range measurements. Industrial parts and surfaces are often without dense surface

textures that can be registered. Light stripe or structured light techniques have the

opposite problem. They suffer ambiguity problems when dealing with objects that

have high contrast surface markings. Repeated surface markings can also cause

serious problems for binocular stereo matching since false matches appear as good

as the correct ones locally. Both situations--clean surfaces and regular patterns-are
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especially common in man-made en vironments.

These problems can he dealt Nkith easily in lost robotics tasks l) illuminating

the workspace with a suitable random texture pattern %ith a projector situated near

the cameras as shown in figure 1. Unlike structured light techniques, our matching

system begins with no a priori knowlcdgc of the surface markings it is to use. It

does not matter whether the markings are natural or artificially produced and so the

projected pattern can mix with any texture markings already present on the imaged

surfaces with no adverse consequences. A binary random dot pattern was generated
with a 50 percent dot density on a computer and a 35mm slide %as produced of the

pattern from a high resolution display. A standard slide projector was then used to

project this pattern onto the workspace. This produced a marked improvement in

the signal to noise performance of the system even for already textured surfaces.

Figure 4 shows an example of this unstructured light technique in use. Figure 5

shows the convolution sign representations obtained from figure 4(b) with w = 16,

8, and 4 pixel V2G convolution operators. White and black indicate locations where

the convolution was positive or negative respectively.

4.3. Control strategies

A simple way to use the near/far module to produce a disparity map for a

pair of stereo images would be to apply it iteratively in a triple nested loop indexed

over image position and disparity. The measurement patch size d must be chosen

to be sufficiently small to give adequate spatial resolution. The operator size (w)

must be small enough relative to d to give a good correlation estimate. These

choices determine the number of steps required in the iteration. For a 322 pixel

measurement patch, a 10 x 10 operator (w = 4) will provide a low correlation

variance and has a reliable detection range.of ±2 pixels. If the camera geometry is

arranged so that the elevation range requirement corresponds to a disparity range of

200 pixels, then as many as 50 correlation checks would be required at each image

patch to determine the disparity there. If each near/far check takes 32 milliseconds,

a 36 X 26 matrix of patches covering the image with an interpatch spacing of 16

pixels would take 1500 seconds to compute, in the worst case.
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(a)

N

(b)

Figure 4. (a)i Stec co pair ()t thiree plastic doughnuts appro.\ miacl> 10ci in diameter
on a dirk hoard 2.5cin thick. Aside from sonic tape marks ind paint chips on the
dJoughnuts. th1cre F, little tex\ture* present onthe surfaces suitahle tbr)i stereo matching.
The cameras are 15S001n above the work table and separated b\ 40cml. I ow cost
vidicons are I isLd \'Otll 25mmn lenses. A single ., second t\ frame i v graibed into
a 576 \,, 151 arra\t !'r echl imiage and rccdispla\ed here. (h) [hec samec stereo scene
liliu111m inCt %ith a randoml dot teXtujre pattern from a proj c-tor located near the TV

caea TIhis u,imiurctd Iig/u technique provides a den-,e high contrast surface
texture to (lfl\ c erco) matching. T[his enables the mnatcher to opecrate with little
dependence on the saimple material or its sur1fa1ce 1ar1kings.
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Figure 5. The images of figure 4(b) convolved with a difference of gaussian operator
at three scales. "ihc sign of the convolution is shown here using white and black
to indicate positive and negative regions respcctively. The first pair (a) is with a
322 operator (w 16 pixels); (b) is with a 202 operator (w = 8 pixels); and (c)
is produced with a 10 operator (w = 4 pixels). Th1e convolutions are carried out
digitally in a pipelincd convolver designed by N.Larson and the author. This set of
6 convolutions is accomplished in 1.5 seconds.
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This search time can be reduced siibsla iiall) h III-st d ,, i ta'oarse resolution

pass with a larger coii olution opteiator mid Ipropol*!tom ,ILk Li- cr mcasurement

patches as indicatcd in figure 2. With a u, 16 operalor on 1282 patches, thle

detection ranre of the near/1'ar module is ±8 pixels so at most onl) 13 checks are

required at each patch location. 1he near/far m)dule in its present implementation

takes about the same amount of time for a check at this scale because the brunt

of the computation time is in the con~olution which is fixed at I microsecond

per output point independent of the mask size. llius in the % orst case a 9 X 7

matrix covering the Alhole field can be computed in about 26 seconds. In practice,

neighboring patches are often at similar elevations and taking advantage of this

reduces the time required considerably-down to 4 seconds on the average.

Once elevation measurements are obtained at the coarse scale, a second pass

is made with w = 8 pixel convolutions and 642 patches, followed by a third pass

with w = 4 pixels and 322 patches as shown in figure 6. In most cases, a single

near/far check is required at each patch location. The algorithm presently takes 30

to 40 seconds to produce a 36 X 26 matrix of disparity measurements using this

three scale coarse-to-fine control.

4.4. Calibration

Disparities measured between the two cameras must be transformed to physical

elevation values. This transformation follows the approximate relation:

AO AD
0 ---- • (21)

where 0 is the vergence angle of the cameras and D is the distance to the surface

viewed (see figure 1). From this we can derive the relation:

AS 1 (22)
E5 D

where AS is the spatial pixel resolution in mm, AD is the depth resolution also in

mm, and I is the camera to camera separation. The desired absolute transformation to

a physical height map however is complicated by the geometric distortion introduced

by the cameras and the imaging geometry. In pailicular, a relative magnification

22 __'
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(a) (b)

Oi

(c) (d)

Figure 6. Disparity measurements produced by the PRISM matcher from the data
in figure 5. Shading indicates the disparity magnitude-lighter means near. The
vertical stripe texture is used to indicate patch positions at which no satislbctory
correlation \as obtained. The measurement patches overlap by 50 percent in both
dimensions. (a) is obtained from figure 5(a) using 1282 patches: (b) from figure
5(h) using 64C 2 patches: and (c) from figure 5(c) using 322 patches. In (d) the
possibility- that an elevation discontinuity passes through the unmatched patches in
(c) is checked. In such cases, the side of the discontinuity having greater area in the
patch is used.
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)el, %cn the left and right linges is induced b1 pe1'Spec ti, eleCes %,hCleevr there

is a dilerencc in distance from the target to the t o cameras.

[he PR ISM s. stci makes a restricted set of measurements. so a simple lookup

table can be used for the disparit\ to height transformation. Ilhe present calibration

procedure takes two disparit maps obtained from running the system on a flat

surface at graim elevation and at 300 mm. The matcher produces both vertical and

horizontal disparity measurements over both of these planes. A linear disparity to

height mapping is computed from these calibration planes for each patch position

of the 36 X 26 disparit) array. A similar linear function is produced for estimating

%ertical disparity as a function of horizontal disparit) at each patch position. The

resulting system tolerates large camera and imaging distortions so long as these

distortions are stable. At present, position measurements are accurate to 10mm in all

three dimensions over the entire operating volume. Figure 7 illustrates the elevation
values obtained by this method from the disparity measurements displayed in figure

6(d). Elevation measurements are repeatable to 2mm and absolute calibration to

that precision should be possible with a more elaborate transformation table.

4.5. Test applications

The PRISM stereo matcher has been used as a vision input to two robotics

manipulation systems with different application requirements.

4.5.1. Brooks' path planning system

In this experiment, the PRISM system was used in a two channel configuration

to provide an elevation map of a PUMA workspace to a collision avoidance system

developed by Brooks. 35 The combined system was presented with the task of moving

a part fiom a predefined workspace location to another. Large obstacles were to

be placed at random in the workspace prior to the movement and the system
was responsible for measuring work space elevation with PRISM and planning

a trajectory that would safely accomplish a pick and place task free of collisions
with any part of the manipulator or its payload. Brooks' program constructed

a polyhedral model of the PRISM elevation array and mapped that into the

manipuilators configuration space where a search for a collision free path was made.
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Figure 7. Perspective displays of data from figure 6(d) after conversion from disparity
to physical height. Height variations along the edges of flat surfaces gives a rough
measure of the repeatability of the measurements. The total time required for the
process, from taking the pictures to having the elevation matrix shown here, was 30
seconds.
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I'he % ision s) stem and the path planning sx stem were de cloped separately and

the) were operated in parallel on separate lisp machines \k ith communication o(er

a local area network. Interflacing PRISM with Brooks' path planner required little

work and the first demonstration was successfully completed the first da, the two

systems were tested together.

4.5.2. lkeuchi's bin of paris system

A second collaboration incorporated the PRISM system into Ikeuchi's bin

picking s)stem. :W,37 He uses photometric stereo:" - to measure local surface

orientation at each pixel of the image. The technique uses three images all taken

with the same camera but with the light source in a different position for each. The

local surface orientation information is first used to segment the image into regions

of continuous surface. A histogram of surface orientations-the extended gaussian

image (EGI)-can then be made for each of these regions and used to recognize

parts out of a catalogue of known shapes and determine their orientation in space.

The photometric stereo technique, however, is not capable of measuring range and

this information was provided by the PRISM system.

There were three phases in the bin picking study. The first was to pick up plastic

doughnuts off of the top of the pile and stack them on a post. Information from the

PRISM system was used in this case to determine the height of the selected part so

that the hand could be made to approach that part along a trajectory different fim

the line of sight. The highest part of the doughnut was selected for the grasp point

with no other precautions taken to avoid collisions with neighboring doughnuts.

Figures 4-7 illustrate the processing from input, convolution, matching, and final

elevation for a typical scene used in this phase. In the second phase, inger clearance

was measured using the PRISM data to select the best grasp point around the

doughnut circumference. This was done by projecting the finger foot prints along

the direction of the approach trajectory until the first surface element in the PRISM

elevation map was encountered. In the third phase, the clearance test was further

elaborated to consider three different approach angles at each point around the

doughnut circumference.

In both experiments, the PRISM system was used independently by Brooks
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and Ikeuchi as a tool in their respective systems. Except for a single change to

the correlation threshold used to eliminate uncertain measurnements, no significant

modifications "ere nmade to the PRISM algorithm during the two month period

%hen these demonstration systems were in operation. Over that period several

hundred runs were made of the PRISM program. Failures to operate properly

occurred infr'equently and were due almost always to a failure of a mechanical relay

to switch the frame grabber between left and right images at the proper time.

A further test was done running the PRISM program repeatedly 500 times (4

hours run time) without changing the scene-though room lighting and building

motion with trains passing outside could not be controlled-and collecting a

histogram of horizontal disparity measurements at each patch position in a scene

like that shown in figure 4. The standard deviation about any clear surface position

was less than a pixel in disparity about the central mean and no matches occurred

to disparities more than a few pixels away from a disparity actually present in the

measurement patch. Bimodal disparity distributions occurred in patches straddling

surface height discontinuities because two correlation peaks occur at such locations.

5. Discussion

We have designed a simple and robust near/far stereo module following Marr

and Poggio's idea of trading resolution for range. By restricting the analysis to a

specific scale in the stereo images, disparity displacements comparable to that scale

can be measured without search but detail much finer than that scale are lost.

Operating the scale-specific module at several scales in a coarse-to-fine progression,

allows performance to be tailored to the range and resolution requirements of

specific applications. Two results of this work are important, first that a minimal

mechanism3 like the one proposed here may be capable of explaining much more

complex aspects of stereo performance, and second that the sign of the V2G

convolution can be matched more reliably in practice than is the case for the explicit

matching of zero-crossings.

As illustrated in the previous section, surface topography information from a

stereo vision system can be used under a broad range of operating conditions to
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successfIlly guide robotic manipulation systems in part position measurement and

obstacle detection and avoidance tasks. Single range measirements can already be

made in a fraction of a second and it appears that computation of an elevation map

like that shown in figure 7 can be brought into the same time range with relatively

simple special purpose hardware for the near/far module.

We are now working on the design of a surface proximity detector based on the

near/far module. It will be attached to a manipulator hand to measure hand-to-part

position relations with 10 to 30 near/far measurements per second. lie device will

be used to measure surface range, orientation, and flatness in a small field in front

of the sensor. ]1"is measurement in conjunction with an edge position measurement

may be capable of obtaining very high precision position and orientation. The

problem of detecting depth discontinuities to support this task is presently under

study using techniques analogous to those used by the near/far module.
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